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About This Content

Ride the wave of creativity with the cutting edge technology of HTML5. The HTML5 export module add-on will allow you to
create apps and games for the latest cutting edge web browser interactivity. the HTML5 export module gives you the power to

create quality apps for the web quickly and effectively.

Create your content using our drag and drop visual interface and intuitive event editor, then with a touch of button CF 2.5 and
the exporter will build an HTML5 app for you, and launch it locally in a browser on your development machine. When you

happy take that same HTML5 output and deploy it to your website.

All you will need is your copy of Clickteam Fusion 2.5 or Clickteam Fusion 2.5 Developer and the HTML5 Export Module.

We have known issues with Internet Explorer 11 displaying the HTML5 output, We are working on a fix asap
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Not bad story about fighters against monsters!. Great game, Great price.  Play at night 
 What's not to like?. Simply one of the best platformers I've ever played. It's really a underrated gem.
Also it has a awesome soundtrack!. It's a pretty nice game that has that nice 'old game' feel.
It's relatively enjoyable, but can make you annoyed if you're trying to do something in a particular way (e.g, grinding for
upgrades)

Other than that, it's cheap, enjoyable and nice to play.. I only played four levels up to now, but I really enjoyed all of them. Also
my little son tried to play and he seems to like it even more than I do. Music is ok, graphics very solid. Egg Time 2 is very
entertaining, relaxing and funny, but there is also lot of action.

Overall, we had really great 'Egg Time'.. The latest uodate changed the physics in a way that I do not like. There is absolutely no
bounce or flex on the flippers even if they are extended when the ball hits them. They have rubber on them but they act like a
piece of steel now. Also ball goes down much easier now. Sound effects for the two bumpers above the middle center flippers
can barely hear. Dont like the game much anymore. Quit changing things that work.. Cute dogs. Fun puzzles.
I get to win hearts!
Love it.

(Yes the music gets a little repetitive, but that's not what I'm looking for in this game). Double Kick Heroes is an overly
repetitive title that seems like it could work, but it fails. The game tries to mask these issues with a surplus of intricate details,
yet this doesn't really work.

Double Kick Heroes follows a metal band that just finished a secluded six month training session only to be introduced to a
zombie-infested world. Following the flow of chaos, they transformed their Cadillac into a ‘Gundillac’ and proceed to mow
down zombies with headbanging tunes attached to guns on the back of their car.

The game takes an entirely original idea and throws it into the genre of post-apocalyptic music rhythm. However, the execution
doesn't live up to the concept. While the central idea is interesting and fresh, the overused trope of zombie apocalypse has
become stale. Incorporating this into a heavy metal group that wants to save the remnants of the human race is praiseworthy, but
quickly torn down by repetitive metal, thrash, black, and other types of music. Even with the different styles, nothing made a
large impact for the music to be distinguishable from the rest.

When playing at one of the five difficulties, more or less is added or subtracted from the base rhythm game. In order to mix
things up, up and down movement is thrown into the mix along with another button to keep the beat of the original style. This
game was intended to be ostentatious, but an inability to concentrate on rhythm, notes, and the direction enemies are coming
makes for a problematic playthrough. With repetitive music, tedious level design, and a difficulty scale ranging from laughably
easy to ridiculously hard, nothing makes the player want to continue the game.

Though the story is overused and simply cliche, it features some witty dialogue and colorful language that really give each
character their unique feel. Not all of them are pure metalheads whose only goal in life is to rock out. The story even deepens
each character as it continues, connecting them to the player instead of just simply going into Arcade mode and annihilating
zombies.

The zombies and visual design also bring something to the table for Double Kick Heroes. The Zombies and the bosses offer an
interesting variety and uniqueness. With no shortage of ideas for zombies, we see things like undead babies and zombie vultures.
The boss fights were challenging and engaging enough that those levels are worth another go just for the joy of defeating a
dinosaur or shark zombie.

The game follows a linear storyline, flowing without issue. Even when the plot takes you to places such as the desert, you will
see vulture zombies; in places like the city, you’ll see zombies on motorcycles.

The use of pixel graphics, painted backgrounds, and detailed map work brings life to the game. Characters are never at a
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standstill, each having their animation and musical instrument playing during the raids. They exhibit different animations while
at safe houses, making the world feel more amiable. The bright colors and pixel graphics fall into place with the post-
apocalyptic world that the protagonists find themselves in.

The map is easy to navigate and understand, but constant return trips to safe houses for information on missions becomes a
nuisance. The map also features roads and places that cannot be traveled, but seem to be accessible at some point later in the
game.

Once reaching the ‘end,’ there is a road signed “work in progress” and hints that the game is not over, or at least that there's more
content to come. Looking into the achievements and badge cards on Steam, some characters haven't been introduced yet. The
game seems to have plans to release more content.

Double Kick Heroes offers an arcade mode on top of their story and even a level editor mode that lets you pick zombies, the
background, and add music. This allows the player to not have to only play the provided metal, but any music that you have
already downloaded onto your computer.

Double Kick Heroes has potential, but it stumbles due to its repetitive nature. However, with more to come, it could change that
design. For now, it wallows in its misgivings and there's nothing that makes the game worth playing for long.

virtualhaven.org. well this is it- the first vr game i`ve tried that actually made me feel that i was `there`

others have been interesting- `i can walk t/here`, `i can see behind/ under/ over that` etc, etc.
this is the first that had me tearing off my vive because i had lost all sense of `reality`
i nearly crapped myself
still feel it now
freaked my dog out also [i did, not the game]

i think i`ll try it sitting down next time, lol, or make myself a huge baby-bouncer out of bungees

vr cherry officially popped !. Endica VII The Dream King is a game we all deserved growing up and are now gifted to be able to
play now.

Gameplay: Let's start with difficulty. If you are person who grew up playing side scrollers and love a challenge, go for hard. It
rewards players with bullet hell and difficult bosses. I have also played a bit of normal through the start, but choosing certain
characters will let you breeze on by.
With a plethora of characters and distinctions between each, the game has a rich choice of gameplay types. I personally am a
rush down type, so Valos and Dash are great for starters. Mages like Emily area amzing as well. The only issue I am having is
finding a player 2 to have amage as well.
The mechanics are what define this game. A well polished medroidvania for it first hitting the market, with great platforming,
enemies, bosses and more. The game also features skills for all characters, making a personal experience for each and giving
different play styles and a sense of completionism. I pesonally will go back and grab all the coins I can to unlock more to the
game. The fast-paced mechanics and quick reactions make this game a phenomenal blend of what I have always wanted in a
side scroller I never really got in Megaman, Castlevania, Metroid, Contra, Metal Slug, Legend of Mana, etc. It blends all the
wants and needs of a Metroidvania into one.

Story: I know the story may seem childish compared to games of today, but almost all 16 bit fantasy side scorllers usually had a
lighter side to them. A close compariosn to me is Secret of Mana, which one of the original composers helped with the
soundtrack for the game as well (Disclaimer: The soundtrack is fantastic and holds true to the backdrop of the story and type of
game). I am not far into as I wished to write this review, but reading the dialogue is a quick indication.

In closing, the game is a fantasic piece that should not be overlooked! It offers amazing gameplay, a stunning soundtrack, a
nostalgic story and boasts so much more. I would recommend playing the game with a few friends for probably one of the best
couch co-ops in the last few years or enjoy playing the solo. Either way, this game is simply awesome.
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Cannon Fodder V2.
Awesome game!. I was stocked to play this game, after all I'm big fan of the Black Clover manga, sadly this game sucks. First of
all the game ran like absolute trash, I have a GTX 150 and the game ran at about 15 to 20 fps. Second the gameplay felt
unfinished and bad. I didn't play this game for a long time since like I said before the fps were trash, but still don't buy this game
unless it gets a major update/patch.. It's like Turbo Pug, but then in 3D!! Why wouldn't you buy this?. Another forgettable top
down slaughterfest with hoardes of copypasta enemies tossed your way throughout the game. Don't waste your time and money
buying this snorezville of a game. Even as the best in the trilogy, it doesn't warrant taking up even a second of mine or anyone
else's time.. Game is too badly glitched to finish and many game breaking commonly experienced issues appear to just be left to
drag on and keep repeating for years rather than being fixed by the developers.
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